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MEET THE FUTURE

FGU's mission
Our ambition is to become a regional platform of
education and culture which will welcome and unite
young people from Georgia and the whole region.

French-Georgian University (FGU) creates a coordinated
set of double French-Georgian degrees in Georgia in
strategic sectors for Georgia’s economy such as tourism,
the agricultural sector, new information technologies or
biotechnologies.

Why FGU?
FGU offers an opportunity to obtain a French diploma at
an affordable cost, while studying in Georgia.

The courses are given by French and Georgian professors.

After graduating from FGU, each student will receive two
degrees: one from a Georgian university and another from
a French university.

FGU focuses on the key sectors of Georgian economy in
order

to

train

professionals

who

will

have

advanced

intercultural skills which is in high demand in the labor
market.

French-Georgian

University

also

offers

programs

facilitating mobility to France and the possibility of doing
a

professional

internship

Georgia and abroad.

with

partner

companies

in

FGU programs

Master in Tourism and
Cultural Heritage

This

program

in

Tourism

focused

on

the

valorization

of

cultural heritage is intended to young undergraduates who
wish to develop the sector of Georgian tourism in bringing
to

the

foreign

tourists

the

rich

material

and

immaterial

cultural heritage of Georgia.

The program is taught in French and Georgian, and aims to
prepare

bilingual

professionals

who

are

able

to

work

independently in a multicultural environment.

After the successful completion of the studies, students will
obtain 2 degrees: one Master's Degree from the TSU and
one Master's Degree from the University of Lyon 2.

FGU programs

Bachelor in Food
Technology

This program in food technology focuses on technological aspects
of

food

development

and

production

processes,

food

quality,

health and safety, and logistics. Special attention is given to dairy
process technology.

The rapid expansion of dairy industry in Georgia has created huge
demand for skilled professionals in this field. Therefore, candidates
pursuing a course in dairy technology have a lot of scope and
career opportunities in this field.

After the successful completion of the studies, students will obtain
2 degrees: one Bachelor Degree from the GTU and one Bachelor
Degree from the University of Rennes 1.

FGU programs

Master in Viticulture
and Oenology

Coming soon

Bachelor in Computer
Sciences

Coming soon

FGU conferences
FGU organizes scientific, educational and cultural events in
partnership with French and Georgian institutions. The main aim
of FGU conferences is to deepen French-Georgian relations and
contribute to the intellectual life of Georgia by sharing ideas.

FGU International Mobility
FGU PhD SCOLARSHIPS
French-Georgian University in collaboration
with the French Institute of Georgia offers
three-month scholarships to PhD students of
Georgian nationality who are attached to a
Georgian

higher

education

and

research

establishment.

This

scholarship

is

intended

to

finance

a

research period in France as part of a host
team from a French higher education and
research establishment.

ERASMUS + SCOLARSHIPS
In the framework of FGU project, an ERASMUS + Consortium has
been created and coordinated by Rennes 1. 720 480

€

was granted

to this consortium by the Erasmus + Agency for the years 2019-2022.

Students enrolled in one of the partner universities can participate in
Erasmus + International Mobility between France and Georgia.

You can find the list of FGU partner universities here.

Our Partners

STAY WITH US !
WWW.FGU.GE
Available in English, French and Georgian

CONTACT DETAILS
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david.teurtrie@fgu.ge
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